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Letter to the Editor

In the past, there was not much laboratory evidence available to doctors. [1] They paid more attention to treating their illness by examining patients and obtaining biographies of them and did not know what the biochemistry status and the patient’s hemoglobin, diabetes and fat were? And, bestowing their knowledge of their patients and recognizing common native diseases in the region, they were dedicated to treating their patients in different ways, using herbal remedies and ancestral medicine. [2] Sometimes they were used to diagnose the feces and colors of the patient and the color of the patient. Years ago, Antonie Philips van Leeuwenhoek discovered a microscope. [3] Other scientists discovered cultured environments for detecting microbes, and discovered some tuberculosis strains for detecting viruses with echelon clear microscopy, and biochemical and hematologic immunological methods were common and diseases were gradually more accurately detected, urine specimen collection and feces and other biological specimens on the one hand, [4] and the existence of precise instruments such as PCRs and precision centrifuges, have provided all the dramatic changes in the diagnosis of screenings for patients, and thus it is easier to detect known diseases, and even to Diagnosis of known diseases before go away. [5] Nowadays, by taking a drop of a biological sample (urine blood, etc.), it is possible to detect dozens of patient profiles and help the physician to treat patients, and maybe some tests will require hourly minutes from time to time and interpreting it to experience of physicians too. In the future, with the advancement of technology, the situation will likely be different because:

• You may not need to take a sample of the patients.
• It may not be necessary for her to be present at the hospital or laboratory
• Maybe you should not wait so much for the Laboratory’s answer
• Perhaps only a self-test can be used to test and interpret the patient’s exact and complete kits.
• In the not too distant future, scientists may be able to design a laboratory that informs their health profiles without providing blood stool specimens or any other biological material to the body as soon as possible. And another possibility is that each person can carry out and interpret the entire experimentation with his own mobile labs.

• Maybe in the future, the devices will be marketed to the market by people using their instantaneous health-related profiles through an electronic watch and smart phone.
• It makes it possible for the future, or else you have the same opinion.
• In the next few decades or century, however, our ideas will be reviewed by scientists. In fact, the future of the labs will be more accurate and more general, but it is not clear that their costs are cheaper to study. Really we have to wait and see what happen in the future any way. It is hoped that both the patient and the physician will be satisfied with the results of the future labs and the errors will be minimized. I wish better world and better lab and better lab results for all world population in particular for developing countries.
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